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NEW SERIES & SEASONS
(P) Denotes: Premieres
LOVE & MARRIAGE: HUNTSVILLE
Season Premiere Saturday, July 11 (8 p.m. – 9 p.m. ET/PT)
“Love & Marriage: Huntsville” follows three power couples and longtime friends Melody and Martell
Holt, LaTisha and Marsau Scott and Kimmi and Maurice Scott in the heart of Huntsville, Alabama as
they balance real-life challenges in marriage, friendship and business. In season two, the group is
working to get past their issues but there’s plenty of unfinished drama between these ex-business
partners. The Scotts and The Holts are at odds and can’t seem to let go of all the social media shade.
Kimmi and Maurice, who tied the knot in season one, are uncomfortably stuck in the middle of their
friends and family drama, while adjusting to having Maurice’s son in Huntsville full-time. The Holts are
welcoming a new addition to the family, but Melody is struggling to balance work, her booming brand,
and four kids all while trying to repair her fragile marriage with Martell. Much to the frustration of
Marsau, LaTisha continues to move forward with her full-time career, and makes a few frenemies
along the way. With all the turbulence going on with these couples, it's safe to say that life in Rocket
City will never be the same again.
(P) Saturday, July 11 (8 p.m. – 9 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Melody’s Special Delivery – Part 1
Days away from giving birth, Melody throws a baby shower that doesn't include LaTisha and Marsau,
but does include a horse drawn carriage and plenty of shade thrown at Kimmi. Meanwhile, Martell's
therapist tries to reconnect him with someone from his past.
(P) Saturday, July 18 (8 p.m. – 9 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Melody’s Special Delivery – Part 2
Martell tries to make amends with Melody's brother, but he is still holding a grudge about the infidelity.
Melody's doctor decides to induce labor, and the whole family rushes to the ER. Later, Tisha crashes
Melody's launch party with shocking results.
(P) Saturday, July 25 (8 p.m. – 9 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: The Gift of Escortion
The couples start to have their own issues: Melody defends her name, marriage and brand. Tisha
puts herself as a priority, much to Marsau's dismay. And, as Kimmi settles into married life, Maurice
begins to campaign for her to make a big change.
FAMILY OR FIANCÉ
Season Premiere Saturday, July 11 (9 p.m. – 10 p.m. ET/PT)
“Family or Fiancé” returns to OWN for another emotionally explosive season. In this high-stakes
social experiment, there will be disagreements, heartbreak, resolutions, and hopefully healing, as
engaged couples seek the blessings of their disapproving families before their upcoming weddings.
The couples and extended families live under one roof for three days and participate in activities
designed to strengthen their bond, unpack their differences, and show some very complicated
relationships in a whole new light. In the end, will the experience confirm the families' concerns,
leaving these couples to reconsider their unions? Or will it provide the families with a renewed
understanding and persuade them to give their blessings to the couple's happily ever after?

(P) Saturday, July 11 (9 p.m. – 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Chase and Eric: Wildin’ Til Wedding
A couple with a long history together attempts to mend their broken relationship after a heartbreaking
betrayal. While finding the strength to forgive, they also realize that other toxic familial relationships
may be contributing to their unhappy union.
(P) Saturday, July 18 (9 p.m. – 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Alexis and Akil: I Second No Emotion
A bride-to-be hopes to mend the upset her fiancé has caused between her sister and mother. She
quickly comes to realize, however, that his inability to empathize with any serious emotions might
prove a much larger problem for their union.
(P) Saturday, July 25 (9 p.m. – 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: Whitney and Charles: Opposites
Attract and Mama Reacts
After years of tension, a bride to be seeks to build a friendship with her fiancé’s sister. She quickly
discovers, however, that her tumultuous relationship with her own mother might be keeping her from
meaningfully bonding with anyone else.

CONTINUING SERIES
(P) Denotes: Premieres
(F) Denotes: Finales
GREENLEAF
Tuesdays (9 p.m. – 10 p.m. ET/PT)
The Greenleafs attempt to maintain a united front in the face of losing their church to Bob Whitmore
and Harmony and Hope Ministries, but secrets past and present create what could be fatal fractures
in the family’s fragile foundation. The Bishop continues working to mend his rift with Lady Mae while,
day by day, Harmony and Hope’s grip on Calvary tightens. Greenleaf stars Merle Dandridge as Grace
Greenleaf, Keith David as Bishop James Greenleaf, Lynn Whitfield as Lady Mae Greenleaf, Kim
Hawthorne as Kerissa Greenleaf, Lamman Rucker as Jacob Greenleaf and Deborah Joy Winans as
Charity Greenleaf-Satterjee.
(P) Tuesday, July 7 (9 p.m. - 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: The Third Day
Stuck in the limbo of waiting, Grace (Merle Dandridge) is torn between pursuing Bob Whitmore’s
(Beau Bridges) past and being present for family. Starting a new chapter proves challenging as Lady
Mae (Lynn Whitfield) and Bishop (Keith David) take steps to grow their seedling dream of a new
church. Jacob (Lamman Rucker) meets a new acquaintance to learn more about the mystery behind
the mansion, but what he discovers could unravel the family once and for all.
(P) Tuesday, July 14 (9 p.m. - 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: The Fourth Day
Grace (Merle Dandridge) pushes forward in her investigation into Bob Whitmore’s (Beau Bridges)
former company, Edenvale Lending, discovering a key informant who could unlock the answers. At
the church, preparations for the last Sunday at Calvary get contentious when Charity (Deborah Joy
Winans) stands her ground against Phil (Sean Blakemore) and Judee (Valerie Jane Parker), but
Charity’s desire to honor the church’s past may threaten her future within it. Meanwhile, Bishop (Keith
David) decides to take the issue of the house into his own hands.
(P) Tuesday, July 21 (9 p.m. - 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: The Fifth Day
In lieu of attending the last Sunday at Calvary, the Greenleaf family gathers together for a small
service at home. The shadow of loss looms large as they attempt to imagine their imminent futures
and what it might mean for them to start over again. Grace (Merle Dandridge) feels incapable of
surmounting the obstacles her family faces, until Noah (Benjamin Patterson) provides an intriguing

insight into the house’s history. Lady Mae (Lynn Whitfield) goes to see Tara James and returns with a
startling revelation.
(P) Tuesday, July 28 (9 p.m. - 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: The Sixth Day
Bishop (Keith David) reels from the return of an old enemy, pushing Lady Mae (Lynn Whitfield) to
unveil a family secret. Jacob (Lamman Rucker) and Kerissa (Kim Hawthorne) navigate the reality of
their divorce with Zora (Lovie Simone) and Winkie. Charity (Deborah Joy Winans) makes Phil (Sean
Blakemore) face his past, while Grace (Merle Dandridge) and Darius (Rick Fox) learn the shocking
truth about Bob Whitmore (Beau Bridges) and Edenvale Lending.
SPECIALS
LOVE & MARRIAGE: HUNTSVILLE – COUPLES SPECIALS
Saturday, July 4 (9 p.m. – 10 p.m. ET/PT)
“Love & Marriage: Huntsville” follows three power couples and longtime friends Melody and Martell
Holt, LaTisha and Marsau Scott and Kimmi and Maurice Scott in the heart of Huntsville, Alabama as
they balance real-life challenges in marriage, friendship and business. In anticipation for season two
premiering July 11, take a look back at the most memorable moments from the show’s first season
featuring exclusive behind the scenes clips and never before seen interviews with the ladies, their
husbands and a few surprise guests.
(P) Saturday, July 4 (9 p.m. - 10 p.m. ET/PT) Episode: LaTisha and Marsau Scott
Join LaTisha & Marsau as they look back at their most unforgettable moments from Season 1. They’ll
give exclusive commentary on what really went down surrounding Marsau’s vasectomy and Ms.
Wanda’s visit, plus viewers get a sneak peek of what’s coming in season two premiering July 11.
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